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ABSTRACT The monomer-polymer equilibria for tubulin and actin were analyzed for the
cytoskeleton of the squid giant axon. Two methods were evaluated for measuring the
concentrations of monomer, soluble (equilibrium) polymer, and stable polymer in extruded
axoplasm. One method, the Kinetic Equilibration Paradigm (KEP), employs the basic principles
of diffusion to distinguish freely diffusible monomer from proteins that are present in the form
of polymer. The other method is pharmacological and employs either taxol or phalloidin to
stabilize the microtubules and microfilaments, respectively. The results of the two methods
agree and demonstrate that 22-36% of the tubulin and 41-47% of the actin are monomeric .
The in vivo concentration of monomeric actin and tubulin were two to three times higher
than the concentration required to polymerize these proteins in vitro, suggesting that assembly
of these proteins is regulated by additional mechanisms in the axon. A significant fraction of
the polymerized actin and tubulin in the axoplasm was stable microtubules and microfilaments,
which suggests that the dissociation reaction is blocked at both ends of these polymers. These
results are discussed in relationship to the axonal transport of the cytoskeleton and with regard
to the ability of axons to change their shape in response to environmental stimuli .
Linear cytoskeletal polymers, such as microtubules (MT)'
and microfilaments (MF), provide the framework of cyto-
skeletons. These cytoskeletal elements are part of a larger
cytoskeletal system that includes the subunits in the free
monomer pool. There is a continuous flux of subunits be-
tween the polymers of the cytoskeleton and the monomer
pool (19, 22, 32). This makes the cytoskeletal system dynam-
ically responsive and large changes in the state of the system
can occurwhen the monomer-polymer equilibrium is altered.
The chemistry of polymer assembly and disassembly is sim-
plified by the fact that only the ends of the polymers are
reactive (16, 22, 40, 55). Thus, the kinetics of assembly and
disassembly can be effectively described by a few rate con-
stants for the association and dissociation reactions at the
'Abbreviations used in this paper: KEP, Kinetic Equilibrium Para-
digm; MT, microtubules; MF, microfilaments.
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ends of the polymers (16, 40, 55). These reactions differ at
each end ofthe polymer and each association and dissociation
reaction can be separately regulated.
The assembly or disassembly reactions may be blocked at
one or both ends of a polymer. If the disassembly reactions
at both ends are blocked, the polymer will be stable and will
not disassemble when the monomer concentration is reduced
(22, 40, 55). These "stable polymers" differ markedly from
those polymers that have active dissociation reactions at one
or both ends. This latter group ofpolymers can be considered
"equilibrium polymers" because they are in equilibrium with
the monomer pool (16, 22). Equilibrium polymers are re-
sponsive to changes in the concentration of monomer and
decrease in length ifthe monomer concentration declines (22,
40, 55). Cytoskeletons are a mixture of stable polymers and
equilibrium polymers (5, 32, 51). The responsive properties
ofa cytoskeletal system are influenced by the balance between
these different types of polymers.
In most cells, the cytoskeleton can be trcated as a single
system that is interconnected through the free monomer pool.
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pool is principally determined by the diffusion rate and the
distance between the regions in question. Diffusion is a rapid
process over the range of a few tens of microns, which
encompasses most cells. In large cells such as neurons the
distances may be so great that diffusion becomes a limiting
factor in the equilibration between spatially separated regions
of the monomer pool. However, diffusion is sufficient to
integrate the activities of the cytoskeleton between different
parts of most cells and within circumscribed regions of large
cells.
Monomer-Polymer Equilibria in Cells
The dynamic state ofa cytoskeletal system can be rigorously
defined by two sets of parameters: (a) the concentration of
reactants, which include the amount of polymerized protein
and the concentration ofsubunits in the monomer pool, and
(b) the rate constants for the assembly-disassembly reactions.
Although these parameters are not all readily measured in
living cells, a useful approximation ofthe dynamic state of a
cytoskeletal system can be obtained by measuring the mon-
omer-polymer ratio.
The monomer-polymer ratio can be used to compare the
steady state conditions between two different types of cells or
within the same cell that is undergoing cytoskeletal reorgani-
zation. For example, the monomer-polymer ratio for tubulin
and MT changes when the cytoskeleton is reorganized during
mitosis, cell movements, morphogenesis, and secretion (1, 5,
6, 10, 19, 39, 42, 45, 51). The monomer-polymer ratio of
actin and MF also usefully reflects the dynamics of this
component of the cytoskeleton (2, 10, 41, 44). Thus, meas-
urements ofthe concentration ofmonomer and polymer in a
cell can provide physiologically relevant information about
the reaction kinetics that are involved in cytoskeletal organi-
zation.
Monomer-Polymer Measurements in
Differentiated Cells
With few exceptions (42, 43), most ofthe information about
the regulation of polymerization in intact cells has been
derived from cells in culture. Cultured cells have been chosen
for such studies because homogeneous, synchronized popu-
lations of cells can be obtained that are essentially all in the
same physiological state. It would be valuable to have com-
parable information for more fullydifferentiated cellssuch as
those in the nervous system. However, measurements oftotal
monomer and polymer concentration from a structure as
complex as the brain have a limited value because the sample
includes an incredible variety of cells. In a few special cases,
individual cells or their processes can be dissected from the
nervous system. In this regard, the squid giant axon is a
particularly favorable preparation for analyzing cytoskeletal
dynamics. Axoplasm can be easily separated from the plasma
membrane of the squid giant axon without significantly dis-
turbing cytoskeletal organization or axoplasmic function (4).
Axons have the additional advantage that their cytoskeletons
are relatively homogeneous. We have utilized these special
features to develop a new method of measuring the amount
of free monomer and polymer in this specialized region of a
fully differentiated neuron.
Kinetic Equilibration Paradigm
Our method is based on the fact that axoplasm extruded
from the giant axon is a uniform cylinder that retains its
shape in physiological buffers for many hours (35). To mea-
sure the amount of monomer and polymer in the axoplasm,
the cylinder of axoplasm is placed into a volume of buffer.
Under these conditions, the relationship between the physical
stateof the proteins and the rate at which proteins elute from
the axoplasmic cylinder can be observed. For example, mon-
omeric proteins that are free to diffuse within the axoplasm
will enter the surrounding buffer at a rate that is determined
both by the diffusion constant of the protein and by the
geometry of the cylinder. On the other hand, polymerized
proteins will enter the surrounding buffer at a slow rate that
is principally determined by the disassembly reaction from
the ends of the polymer. Fig. 1 illustrates the predicted behav-
ior of such a model system, which is termed the Kinetic
Equilibration Paradigm (KEP). (See figure legend and results
for more details.)
In this paper the usefulness of the KEP for measuring the
amounts of tubulin and actin that are in the form of mon-
omer, soluble polymer, (equilibrium polymer), and stable
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FIGURE 1
￿
The kinetic equilibration paradigm (KEP). The panel on
the upper left shows a sample of axoplasm (containing stable
polymers, soluble polymers, and monomers) immediately after ex-
trusion into a large buffer bath. The arrows indicate sites of mon-
omer-polymer exchange on soluble polymers (equilibrium poly-
mers). The next panel on the upper right, shows monomeric protein
diffusing into the buffer 5 min after extrusion. Next (bottom left),
by 40 min most of the monomeric protein has eluted and soluble
polymers have begun to depolymerize due to the low concentration
of monomer. Finally, by 2 h, essentially all of the soluble protein
has eluted and only the stable polymers remain in the axoplasmic
ghost.
Elution is initiated by placing a cylinder of axoplasm into a defined
buffer. Subunits that are free to diffuse will rapidly elute from the
axoplasm into the buffer during the first few minutes. As the
monomer concentration in the axoplasm falls, the polymers that
are in equilibrium with monomer will depolymerize. If the rate of
diffusion is relatively rapid compared with the rate of polymer
disassembly, then most of the cytoskeletal protein entering the
extraction medium will represent the disassembly of polymers that
are in equilibrium with the monomer pool. We will use the opera-
tional term soluble polymers to refer to the polymers that depo-
lymerize when the monomer concentration is reduced, A17-AV,
stable polymer; vovo, soluble polymer; A, diffusible monomer.
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with those obtained by a pharmacological method for meas-
uring monomer-polymer ratio . This latter method employs
either taxol and phalloidin to selectively stabilize either MT
or MF, respectively (50, 57) . The results of the two methods
agree and suggest that a largeamount ofmonomer is available
locally in the axon for the polymerization of additional MT
and MF. These reserves may be important in the ability of
the axon to undergo local changes in its cytoskeletal organi-
zation .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolation of Axop/asm :
￿
Squid (Loligo pealii) were supplied by the
Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, MA and were used in these
experiments 48 hr after their capture at sea. Axoplasm was obtained usinga
modification of the procedure described by Lasek, which has been described in
detail elsewhere (26).When the axoplasm isextruded it apparently yields under
pressure at a plane that is between 0.3-10 Am deep to the plasma membrane
(R . J . Lasek,K . Fath,and S .T . Brady, unpublished observation). This explains
why extruded axoplasm emerges as a cylinder and a thin layer of axoplasm
remains associated with the plasma membrane .
Buffer P: Buffer P was designed to carefully simulate the solution
conditions in the squid giant axon . It contains various amino acids, organic
metabolites, carbohydrates, inorganic ions, ATP, and GTP at their reported
physiologic concentrations (8, 9) . The composition of buffer P is detailed
elsewhere (35). EGTA and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride were included in
buffer P to chelateCa" and inhibit proteolysis, respectively. It is important to
note that axoplasmcontains -2% protein (see Results and reference 18). Buffer
P was assembled from refrigerated or frozen stock solutions, brought to room
temperature, and millipore-filtered immediately before use .
SDS PAGE:
￿
The SDS PAGE system used in these experiments were
described elsewhere (35) . The gels were stained with Coomassie Blue . Densito-
metric analysiswas performed by scanning gel lanesat 600nm on a FeissM4Q
III scanning densitometer. The areas under absorbance peaks representing
proteins of interest were measured using a Numonia model 1224 electronic
digitizer (Numonics Corp., Landsdale, PA).
Incubation of the Giant Axon in PH]Leucine :
￿
Acleaned giant
axon was incubated for 2 h in 0.5 ml of artificial sea water without Ca"-
containing [3H]leucine (1 mCi/ml) usinga method described elsewhere (26).
Artificial sea waterwith Ca** contained 425 nM NaCl,9nM KCI, and 50 nM
EGTA (pH 7.6).
Agarose Cylinders for Modeling Experiments :
￿
Experimentsto
model diffusion in axoplasm were conducted using agarose cylinders because
this medium had been shown to be very effective in similar studies (12). The
cylinders contained 1%agarose (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO)and were
equilibrated in "I,which was the diffusiot . The cylinders were constructed as
follows :
Agarose was dissolved in deionized water. "I (New England Nuclear,
Boston, modelno. NEZ-033) wasadded to the agarose solution at a concentra-
tion of50 ACi/ml . Samplesofthis solution werethen drawn into I00-Al micro-
pipets (FisherScientific Co., Pittsburgh, PA,modelno. 21-164-2H) and allowed
to gel . Immediately aftergelation had occurred the cylinderswere expelled into
a plastic petri dish where they were stored in a humid environment prior to
use . The cylinders that were produced in this manner were 1 .6-mm diam and
cut to uniform lengths of 1 cm for experimental use .
Drug Stabilization Experiments :
￿
Several experiments were per-
formed to examine the solubilities of axoplasmic cytoskeletal proteins in the
presence of drugs that areknown to stabilize cytoskeletal polymers. Taxol (a
microtubule-stabilizing agent) was generously donated to this study by the
National Cancer Institute's Drug Synthesis and Chemistry Branch. Taxol is
purified from the plant Taxes brevifolia and is used as an antimitotic chemo-
therapeutic agent (49). For use in these experiments, a 10-mM stock solution
of taxol in dimethyl sulfoxide was made and diluted to 10-AM concentration
in buffer P prior to use .
In a second series of experiments, phalloidin was used because of its ability
to stabilize actin containingMF(30). Phalloidin was obtained from Boehringer
Mannheim Biochemicals (No . 166 049) ; Indianapolis, IN. A 10-mM stock
solution of phalloidin wasmade up in dimethyl sulfoxide and diluted to 10-
AM concentration in buffer P priorto use . Control experimentswereperformed
using buffer Pwith 0 . l% dimethyl sulfoxide .
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RESULTS
Measurements of Axoplasmic
Protein Concentration
The following analysis relies upon our ability to accurately
determine protein concentration by measuring the optical
density of Coomassie Blue-stained proteins in SDS polyacryl-
amide gels. To define the accuracy of this method, several
concentrations of a standard protein (BSA) were run on our
SDS PAGE system, stained with Coomassie Blue, and
scanned with a densitometer at 600 nm (Fig. 2) . This analysis
showed a linear response (correlation coefficient = 0.999)
over a range from 0.5 to 10 jLg of protein (Fig. 3). Conse-
quently, all further densitometric analyses were performed at
protein concentrations within this range . When several con-
FIGURE 2
￿
BSA standard and axoplasmic proteins . This polyacryl-
amide gel illustrates the staining properties of various amounts of
BSAand shows the Coomassie Blue staining pattern of the proteins
in axoplasm . Gels similar to this were used to measure protein mass
in this study . It is clear that actin, tubulin, and the neurofilament
proteins (NFI, NF200, and NF60) are present in large amounts in
axoplasm. Other proteins, which are discussed in the text are also
labeled . Values 90, 55, 50, and 35 represent molecular weight x
10-3 .
FIGURE 3
￿
Linear gel den-
sitometry . This graph
shows that the densitomet-
ric response using Coo-
massie Blue is linear over
the range of protein mass
(0.5-10 hg) used in this
study .centrations of whole axoplasm were subjected to a similar
analysis a linear response was also obtained for a number of
the major proteins, indicating that Coomassie Blue stains
both BSA and axoplasmicproteins with similar stoichiometry.
Next, the curve relating protein mass to optical density for
BSA (Fig. 2) was used as a standard to determine the concen-
tration of protein in axoplasm. This analysis showed that
axoplasm contains 25 mg/ml (2.5%) protein. This result is
similar to the reported value for squid axoplasm (2%) as
measured by both gravimetric and Lowry methods and offers
further support for the accuracy of our densitometric analysis
(18). The concentrations of several major axoplasmicproteins
(neurofilament protein, tubulin, actin, and proteins at 35 and
90 k daltons) were also determined. The results of these
measurements are listed in Table I. These values will be used
laterin our data analysis to determine the mass concentrations
oftubulin and actin which are polymerized or monomeric in
axoplasm.
Development of the Kinetic Equilibration
Paradigm to Study Molecular Diffusion
One method, which may be used to assay diffusion in a
body such as a cylinder, is to measure the rate at which a
substance elutes from the cylinder into the surrounding me-
dium. If the concentration in the medium is kept very low,
then the elution kinetics describe the mobility ofthe substance
in the cylinder. We call this type of analysis the Kinetic
Equilibration Paradigm (KEP), because the concentration of
the diffusible substances in the cylinder tends to equilibrate
with that in the medium. The physical theory for the equili-
bration of a cylinder is well established (15, 24). For a brief
description of the equation that models this system and the
relevant parameters, see Appendix A.
To test the validity of our particular experimental condi-
tions, we analyzed the elution of a small diffusible molecule
(1211) from 1% agarose cylinders with dimensions similar to
that of axoplasm extruded from the giant axon. Several base-
line conditions must be met for this method to achieve
success. First, a low concentration of diffusant in the environ-
ment must be maintained to minimize any return ofdiffusant
into the cylinder during the experiment. Second, the extrac-
tion bath should be well mixed to avoid the formation of
concentration gradients along the surface of the cylinder.
Third, the cylinder should be long relative to its diameter to
minimize effects due to the variation of geometry at its ends.
TABLE I
Protein Composition of Axoplasm
Fraction
(1%) of axo-
plasmic
Protein protein Concentration
mg/ml
5 .6
3.3
1 .4
1 .4
0.2
12.2
24.1 (2.4%)
These conditions were tested by placing an [121I]agarose cyl-
inder in a relatively large (5 ml) single bath ofdeionized water.
The cylinders were 6 ,1 in volume and similar in diameter to
an axoplasmic cylinder (eg., 0.5 mm). Ideal mixing was ap-
proximated by constantly stirring the bath with either the tips
ofa pair offorceps or a micro-magnetic stirrer. Samples were
taken from the bath at several times during the equilibration
of 1211. The radioactivity in each sample was measured and
the concentration of 1211 in the bath was determined over
time. These measurements were compared with an experi-
ment in which an agarose cylinder was transferred through
several well mixed smaller baths (0.5 ml) during the elution
of `211. In this version of the KEP, each bath contains the
fraction of 1211 which eluted during the time that the agarose
cylinder was in that bath. This transfer protocol maintains a
low concentration of diffusant because each bath is several
orders of magnitude larger in volume than the cylinder and
because the cylinder is repeatedly transferred to a fresh bath.
The elution profiles that resulted from these two methods
were indistinguishable, demonstrating that both the single
bath and the transferprotocols are equivalent. This result also
demonstrates that little of the eluted 1211 is carried on the
surface of the agarose cylinder as it is transferred from bath
to bath. The results obtained for the elution of 1211 from the
agarose cylinders were identical to the calculated rate of
elution predicted by diffusion theory. These results are not
shown to conserve space but were similar to those for the
elution of [3H]leucine from axoplasm illustrated in Fig. 4.
Measurements of Amino Acid Diffusion
in Axoplasm
The ability of the KEP to follow diffusion of a small
molecule in axoplasm was then tested using [3H]leucine as
the diffusant. We employed leucine as the diffusant because
the kinetics of uptake into the intact axon have previously
been defined. Amino acids are not converted into macro-
molecules by axoplasm. An intact giant axon was equilibrated
in a bath of artificial sea water containing [3H]leucine as
previously described (26). The axoplasm was extruded and
transferred through several baths ofbuffer P. Fig. 4 shows the
elution data for two different samples ofaxoplasm co-plotted
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FIGURE 4
￿
['H]leucine elution kinetics from axoplasm. This figure
illustrates a comparison of data (dots, axon 1 and crosses, axon 2)
obtained using two samples of axoplasm and the theoretical pre-
dictions (870-lm diam) for the elution of an amino acid from a
cylinder of axoplasm. See Appendix I for a description of the
theoretical analysis.
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Tubulin (a + b) 22
Neurofilament (NF1 + 13
NF200 + NF60)
Actin 6
35-kdalton protein 6
90-kdalton protein 1
Others 48
Total 100with the theoretical curve for the equilibration of leucine by
diffusion . According to theory, the elution of an amino acid
has a half time of-20 s from a cylinder the size of extruded
axoplasm.The data fall along the theoretical curve, indicating
that leucine is freely diffusible in axoplasm. The small varia-
tion in results between samples ofaxoplasm can be accounted
by errors in sampling, timing, and variations in the geometry
of extruded axoplasm . We conclude that the KEP can be
successfully applied to measure the diffusion of molecules
from axoplasm into bufferP using a transfer protocol.
Equilibration ofAxoplasmic Proteins with
the Bath
Next, the transfer protocol was used to measure the equili-
bration of intrinsic axoplasmic proteins . This protocol in-
cluded transfers through nine 0.5-ml baths. The transfer times
were at 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 30, 50, 80, and 120 min after extrusion .
These transfer times were selected to allow a detailed com-
parison of elution at both early and late times and at the same
time, maximize the amount ofprotein collected in each bath .
The experiment was terminated at 120 min because our
previous analysis of the axoplasmic ghost showed that all of
the soluble proteins are extracted from axoplasm by this time
(35).
At the conclusion of this transfer experiment each bath was
sampled and prepared for SDS PAGE. Fig. 5 shows a typical
gel pattern that resulted from this protocol . It is clear that the
soluble proteins do not elute from axoplasm at rates that are
proportional to their monomeric molecular weight, as theory
would predict . For example, the protein labeled 90 has ceased
elution by 50 min, whereas actin (at 43-kdaltons) is still eluting
at later times . It is also clear that a small amount of NF
protein (NF 200 and NF 60) appears in the later baths . This
probably results from mechanical damage sustained by the
axoplasm as it is transferred between baths because when
axoplasm is extracted in a single bath noNF protein is soluble.
(35) . We noted that the axoplasm became more fragile toward
the end of the experiment and small pieces were found in the
bath . This had very little effect in the kinetic measurements
aswe will show later.
Quantitation ofthe Proteins Eluting
from Axoplasm
Gels such as that shown in Fig. 5 were subjected to quan-
titative analysis by densitometric scanning. We were able to
employ ID-PAGE for this analysis because of the relative
simplicity ofthe major protein composition of the axoplasm.
The primary problem with this approach is the possibility of
hidden proteins that have the same molecular weight as the
proteins chosen for analysis . This was unlikely in the case of
the cytoskeletal proteins of the axoplasm because these pro-
teins so completely dominate the axoplasmic composition.
This is documented by separating the axoplasmic proteins
using 2D PAGE (Fig . 7) . In this experiment the gel was
purposefully overloaded to bring out contaminating proteins.
No proteins appeared on the 2D PAGE that were not resolved
by 1D PAGE . That is, there were no hidden bands on the 1D
gels .
Fig . 6 illustrates examples of typical densitometric scans
that were obtained from the Coomassie Blue-stained 1D gels.
The baseline declines gradually from the low molecular weight
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FIGURE 5
￿
SIDS page of protein elution kinetics usinga single axon.
This figure shows one of the gels used in the analysis of protein
elution from a single sample of axoplasm . It is clear that protein
elution in not simply related to monomeric molecular weight be-
cause all proteins of similar molecular weight do not elute at similar
rates . Note that only a fraction of theaxoplasmic ghost was loaded
in the gel to avoid overloading the column with neurofilament
protein .
end of the gel toward the high molecular weight end. This
gradual change in optical density reflects the gradient of
acrylamide in our gel system . Most of the major bands were
well separated from each other on the 1D gels (Fig. 5) . Two
proteins (55 and 50 kdaltons), which can be seen clearly on
the 2D gel in Fig. 7, ran near the tubulin peaks . The 50-
kdalton protein was a minor peak and was insignificant in
the analysis. The 55-kdalton protein which was located be-
tween alpha and beta tubulin ran closer to alpha tubulin than
to beta tubulin on the 1D gels (Fig. 6) . To control for the
effects of this protein on the quantitation of tubulin, we
compared the relative quantities of the individual alpha and
beta tubulin subunits in each experiment . The results were
the same for the different tubulin subunits in all cases. This
observation indicates that the quantitative analysis of alpha
tubulin was not significantly affected by the 55-kdalton pro-
tein . This is not surprising because the 55-kdalton bands and
alpha tubulin can be distinguished as separate peaks (Fig . 5)
so that only a relatively small portion of the 55-kdalton
protein peak contributes to the alpha tubulin peak .
The Single Axon KEP
Quantitative data for the elution of tubulin and actin from
individual axoplasm cylinders is illustrated in Fig . 8, a and b .
The shaded region represents the 95% confidence envelope
for the data means (filled circles) whereas the dashed lines
represent diffusion theory kinetics for proteins of similar
molecular weight and shape (see Appendix I). It is clear that
both tubulin and actin elute from axoplasm more slowly than
predicted for the free diffusion ofmonomeric protein . Because
of the low standard error between samples, the following
analysis of these results was carried out using the data from
individual samples of axoplasm .
To determine if the elution of tubulin and actin could be
explained by a simple exponential process (like diffusion) the
data was replotted on semi-log axes. Because diffusion theory
predicts an exponential time course of elution (see Appendix
1), any process superimposed upon diffusion should cause thedata to deviate from a straight line when it is plotted in this
manner. Fig. 8, c and d show the elution data for tubulin and
actin from representative samples ofaxoplasm. Similar curves
were obtained in all experiments (for tubulin n = 4; actin n
= 5). It is clear that the data (filled circles) do not fall along a
single line. Instead, the elution of tubulin and actin can be
modeled as the sum of two exponential components. That is,
there is an early, rapid efflux of protein that lasts until 10-20
min after extrusion and then a more slowly eluting form
becomes predominant. It is important to note that this bi-
phasic curve was not an artifact of this model, because the
low molecular weight substances eluted with monophasic
kinetics except for the last few percent of the material. Thus,
the biphasic kinetics were not a general property of elution
from the axoplasmic cylinders, and appear to be a special
property of the proteins.
Thistype ofequilibration curveistypical oftwo-component
systems as described in the fieldofcompartmentation analysis
(47). The data become linear at long times because only one
exponential term survives for large values of time. The two
exponential components revealed in the semi-log plot may be
extracted from the data using the method of exponential
peeling (47). Briefly, linear regression analysis is used to find
the best fit (maximized correlation coefficient) line for the
data taken at longer times. This line is extrapolated to earlier
times and subtracted from data that was not used in the
regression analysis. The resulting values represent the fraction
of soluble protein that elutes in the first component. This
process was repeated for the tubulin and actin eluting from
each sample of axoplasm. Fig. 8, c and d show the represent-
ative curves after this analysis. The solid line is the linear
a) eluted proteins
FIGURE 6 Densitometric scans of
twotypical samples from an elution
experiment. This figure contains
two densitometric scans showing
the proteins eluted from axoplasm
(a) and those proteins remaining in
axoplasm (b) during an extraction
experiment. Scans like these were
used in quantitative analyses by first
drawing a "baseline" that connects
the lowest response points in the
scan. This baseline identifies the
background level of absorbance in
the polyacrylamide gel. The selec-
tion of the baseline points agreed
with the gels in every case. Then,
peaks interest were selected (also
using the actual gel as a guide) and
perpendiculars were dropped from
valleys on both sides of the peak.
The areas defined, which are filled
in for this figure, were measured
usingeither gravimetric methodsor
digitization planimetry (both meth-
ods gave the same results).
regression line for the second component and the dashed line
represents the "peeled" first component. The slopes of the
first and second components differ by as much as an order of
magnitude. The "peeled" first component in each case is
linear (correlation coefficient = 0.999) and elutes at a rate
that is similar to that predicted by diffusion theory. These
results support the idea that the first component represents
an exponential process that can be accounted for by diffusion
of either tubulin or actin.
The semi-log plot may be used to measure the fraction of
tubulin or actin in axoplasm that contributes to each com-
ponent. This is done by extrapolating the regression line for
the second component to zero time, where it intersects the
ordinate axis. The value at the point of intersection (Iop)
represents a measure of the fraction of soluble protein that
contributes to the second component at the time of extrusion.
The values of IDP for tubulin and actin are 69 and 35.4%,
respectively, in the examples shown in Figs. 8, c and d. The
difference between this value and 100% is a measure of the
fraction of soluble protein that contributes to the first com-
ponent. These values were measured for the tubulin and actin
in each sample of axoplasm. The resulting values were then
used to calculate the fraction of total axoplasmic tubulin and
actin in each component by taking into account the insoluble
(stable) fraction of these proteins (35). Using the values for
the concentrations (as milligrams per milliliter) of tubulin
and actin in whole axoplasm, the concentrations of these
proteins as stable polymer, soluble polymer (second compo-
nent), and monomer (first component) were calculated. These
data are displayed in Table II for tubulin and Table III for
actin next to the heading "Single Axon KEP."
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￿
Two dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of
axoplasmic proteins . This figure illustrates the pattern of proteins
from whole axoplasm obtained by 2D SDS PAGE . Several of the
major proteins of interest are labeled on the gel including alpha
tubulin (Ta), beta tubulin (Tb), the neurofilament proteins (Nf200
and Nf60), and fodrin (F) . Other bands that can not be associated
with characterized proteins are designated by their nominal molec-
ular weight . Note that some of the Nf60 and 55-kdalton protein
run anomalously as a streak on the basic side of the gel . This
probably represents an artifact of overloading the proteins that
produces complexes during the isoelectric focusing step . This gel
demonstrates that the protein composition of axoplasm is relatively
simple and that no two proteins have exactly the same molecular
weight . That is, there do not appear to be any hidden bands on the
ID gels (Figs . 2, 5, and 6) .
Ratio Analysis of Protein Equilibration-The
Ratio KEP
It is difficult to use single axons to generate the entire series
ofprotein equilibration kinetics because of the small amounts
of protein in each sample and the increasing fragility of the
axoplasm as it is handled frequently during transfers from
bath to bath . To avoid these difficulties an alternative method
was developed to obtain elution profiles for tubulin and actin.
In this analysis, single samples of axoplasm were used to
obtain the fraction of soluble protein that had eluted over a
single interval of time . A sample of axoplasm was extruded
into a large (1 ml), well-mixed bath of buffer P. The axoplasm
was extracted for a measured time, removed from the bath
with forceps, homogenized in a solubilizing solution contain-
ing mercaptoethanol and SDS (35), and analyzed by SDS
PAGE . An aliquot of the extraction bath was also collected
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FIGURE 8
￿
(a and b) Single axon KEP-elution profiles of tubulin and
actin on cartesian axes . This figure shows the averaged data (filled
circles) for the elution of tubulin and actin from axoplasm . The
shaded regions represent the 95% confidence envelopes for the
data and n indicates the number of axons used . The dashed line
represents the elution profile predicted by theory for the diffusion
of monomeric protein . It is clear than tubulin and actin elute more
slowly than predicted for monomer. (c and d) Single axon KEP-
elution profiles of tubulin and actin on Semilog axes . This figure
illustrates representative elution data obtained from a single sample
of axoplasm . The data (filled circles) was plotted on semi-log axes
to determine if it could be described by a function of one expo-
nential . Because the data is clearly nonlinear, a model function
consisting of a sum of two exponentials was fit to the data using
the method of exponential peeling (47). The crosses represent the
more rapidly eluting fraction of tubulin and actin . This fraction
elutes at a rate that is similar to theoretical predictions for mono-
meric diffusion .TABLE II
Concentration of Each Form of Tubulin in Axoplasm
Single axon
￿
15 .
￿
± 1 .3
￿
58.8 ± 2.9
￿
26 .2 ± 2.9
￿
4
kinetics
￿
(0.84) (3.29) (1 .47)
Ratio kinetics
￿
17.6 ± 2 .1
￿
59.7
￿
22.7
￿
5
(0.99) (3.35) (1 .27)
Taxol treatment
￿
17 .
￿
± 2.9
￿
46.5 ± 1 .8
￿
36.5 ± 3.5
￿
3
(0.95) (2.6) (2.0)
* Data is expressed as percent ± standard error.
TABLE III
Concentration of Each Form ofActin in Axoplasm
Single axon
￿
27 .
￿
± 2.4
￿
26.2 ± 3.5
￿
46.8 ± 3.5
￿
5
kinetics
￿
(0.38) (0.37) (0.66)
Ratio kinetics
￿
25.3 ± 2.6
￿
33.2
￿
41 .5
￿
3
(0.35) (0.47) (0.58)
Phalloidin
￿
57.6 ± 2.2
￿
42.4 ± 2.2
￿
2
treatment
￿
(0.81)
￿
(0.59)
* Data is expressed as percent ± standard error.
Stable Soluble
polymer* polymer* Monomer* n
Stable Soluble
polymer* polymer* Monomer* n
FIGURE 9 Ratio KEP : several gels showing protein elution . This
figure illustrates representative samples at four time points in the
ratio modification of the KEP. Each pair of gel columns contains the
sample of axoplasm (AXO) and the soluble proteins (SOL) after a
unique extraction time (5, 15, 60, and 120 min) . Any protein may
be compared in each pair from left to right to get an idea of its rate
of elution . For example, the 90-kdalton band is only partially solu-
bilized at 5 min but is almost completely extracted from the axo-
plasm by 60 min . NF proteins are not detected in the soluble
column at any time .
and prepared for SDS PAGE.
Quantitative analysis of individual proteins in the two
samples was carried out to obtain a ratio between the amount
of protein extracted from the cylinder and the amount re-
maining in the cylinder at each time. Data were collected at
time points ranging from 2-120 min . To minimize geometric
differences between samples of axoplasm, all axons used in
this analysis were between 550 and 650 um in diameter and
the diameters of extruded axoplasm were recorded . The axo-
plasm and samples of soluble protein were run on adjacent
columns ofSDS gels and stained with Coomassie Blue. Fig. 9
shows examples of preparations at 5, 15, 60, and 120 min
after extrusion . Note that the NF proteins are not detected in
the soluble fraction at any time.
Elution profiles were determined using analytical densi-
tometry and are illustrated in Fig . 10, a and b . The shaded
FIGURE 10 (a and b) Ratio KEP : elution profiles of tubulin and
actin on cartesian axes . This figure shows the data means (filled
circles) and standard error bars for the elution of tubulin and actin
as measured by the ratio KEP. The shaded region is the 95%
confidence envelope taken from the single axon KEP (see Fig. 7, a
and b) . The two methods clearly give similar results and both show
that the elution of tubulin and actin is slowed when compared with
theory (dashed line) for the diffusion of monomeric protein . (c and
d) Ratio KEP : elution profiles of tubulin and actin on semilog axes .
This figure shows the data means of Fig . 17 plotted on semilog
axes . A value for the fraction of soluble protein which is dynamic
polymer may be determined by extrapolating the linear regression
line for the data at later times to the percent remaining axis at 0
time .
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taken from the previous (single axon KEP) experiments to
facilitate the comparison ofthese protocols . The bars around
each data point (filled circles) represent the standard error of
the mean . It is clear that the ratio analysis data fall within the
confidence envelope of the single axon KEP . Therefore, the
two methods give similar results for the elution oftubulin and
actin from axoplasm. The standard errors are, in general,
greater in the ratio analysis than in the single axon KEP. This
difference could result from the small variations in the di-
ameter between samples of extruded axoplasm .
Fig . 10, c and d show the semi-log plots for the sample
means of the ratio analysis for tubulin and actin . Linear
regression was used to fit a line to the second component in
a manner identical to that applied in the single axon KEP .
The fraction of protein in the second component at the
beginning of the experiment was determined by extrapolating
the lines drawn through the second component to the percent
remaining axis . The relative fraction of each protein in the
first and second components was compared with that remain-
ing stably associated with the axoplasm after 120 min . The
sum of these three fractions correspond to the total amount
oftubulin oractin in the cylinder ofaxoplasm at the beginning
of the experiment . The results of this analysis are listed in
Table II for tubulin and Table III for actin next to the heading
"Ratio KEP" . The measurements ofthe three components in
both versions of the KEP are consistent . They show that a
large fraction ofthe tubulin (58.8 ± 2.9%) and the actin (26.2
± 3 .5%) in axoplasm contributes to the second component
(Tables II and III, under "soluble polymer") .
Measurements of Cytoskeletal Protein Solubility
Using Polymer Stabilizing Drugs
The single axon KEP and the ratio KEP are independent
experiments that gave essentially equivalent results for the
elution of tubulin and actin in axoplasm. However, because
they both rely upon the same general model (the equilibration
of a cylinder by diffusion) it would be useful to compare their
results to measurements of tubulin and actin solubility using
a completely different paradigm . The equilibrium model pre-
dicts that the tubulin and actin in the second component is
polymerized in axoplasm . Consequently, we designed a study
to investigate the effects of selected polymer stabilizing drugs
on the solubilities of these cytoskeletal proteins .
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Several drugs have recently been identified that stabilize
either tubulin (MT) or actin polymers (MF) with some spec-
ificity . Taxol, a chemotherapeutic agent purified from plant
Taxus brevifolia, stabilizes MT in vivo and in vitro (49, 50).
MT which are polymerized in the absence of taxol are stabi-
lized after only a few minutes of exposure to the drug (48).
This result suggests that taxol binding sites are available in
intact MT . Taxol reversibly stabilizes MT in living cells and
inhibits cell migration and mitosis (50). Fig . 11 shows a
comparison of axoplasm extracted in either buffer P (Fig.
10 a) or buffer P containing 10 uM taxol (Fig . 11 b) . It is clear
that substantially more tubulin is retained in the axoplasmic
ghost when taxol is present (compare theG and S columns
in each case). Electron microscopy of the "taxol ghost" reveals
manyMT although they are only rarely foundwhen axoplasm
is extracted in buffer alone (34) . These MT account for the
tubulin that remains in the taxol ghost. It is also important to
note that a fraction of the tubulin in axoplasm is soluble
despite the presence of taxol (in the right hand column S in
Fig . 10 b) . It is likely that this fraction of the tubulin comes
primarily from two sources. The majority is probably not
included in MT and therefore is not subject to stabilization
by taxol . The rest of the soluble tubulin could have come
from MT which depolymerized in the first few minutes after
extrusion, before taxol could diffuse into the axoplasm and
stabilize the MT .
Next, taxol was applied in an experiment designed to
measure the amounts of taxol-soluble, taxol-sensitive, and
stably-polymerized tubulin in axoplasm . The soluble proteins
of axoplasm were extracted in a bath of buffer P with taxol .
Then, the axoplasm was transferred to a bath of buffer P
without taxol and extracted until the stabilizing effects of
taxol were reversed . During this second extraction, any MT
which were initially stabilized by taxol should depolymerize.
The proteins that remain insoluble after the axoplasm is
extracted in taxol-free buffer should be the stable polymers of
axoplasm .
Results of this type of taxol extraction experiment are
illustrated in Fig . 12 . Samples ofaxoplasm were extracted for
a total of 125 min in two baths (5 and 120 min) with either
buffer P (control) or buffer P + taxol (experiment). The gel
containing the control sample shows that essentially all ofthe
soluble tubulin is extracted in the first two baths. In the
presence of taxol, in the gel on the right, much less tubulin is
extracted . Then both samples of axoplasm were transferred
FIGURE. 11 This figure illustrates
the effects of taxol and phalloidin
on the solubilities of axoplasmic
proteins (3-h extractions) . The gel
columns labeled a show the insolu-
ble ghost (G) proteins and the sol-
uble (S) proteins when axoplasm is
extracted in buffer P. The columns
labeled b show a similar comparison
when taxol (10 juM) is included in
the buffer . Note that a significant
fraction of the tubulin is rendered
insoluble in this case . The gel col-
umns labeled c show a similar ex-
periment except that phalloidin (10
juM) was used . In this case a fraction
of the actin is affected .FIGURE 12
￿
Taxol : used to measure three types of tubulin associa-
tion in axoplasm . The gel on the left contains the soluble proteins
that eluted after 5- and 120-min, and overnight (O.N.) extractions
in buffer P . Note that protein elution is essentially complete after
120 min . The first two columns in the gel on the right shows the
soluble proteins of axoplasm after 5 and 120 min of extraction in
buffer P with taxol . Note the reduced amount of soluble tubulin as
compared with the control whereas the solubility of actin is unaf-
fected . The third column shows that the MT stabilizing effect of
taxol is reversed if theaxoplasm is transferred to a bath of buffer P
without taxol and extracted overnight . The fourth column in the
gel on the right contains the typical ghost proteins remaining at the
end of this experiment .
into baths containing buffer P without taxol and extracted
overnight. The control gel column is empty at this point
because essentially all of the soluble protein was extracted
from axoplasm in the firsttwo baths . On the other hand, the
sample of axoplasm that was treated with taxol contains
tubulin which is extruded after the taxol is removed . Finally,
the column on the far right contains the axoplasmic ghost
from the taxol-treated sample with its typical complement of
NF proteins, tubulin, and actin. This result supports the idea
that a fraction of the soluble tubulin is polymerized asMT at
the time of extrusion . Gels similar to the one in Fig. 12 were
scanned with a densitometer and the amount of tubulin in
each fraction was measured . These data are shown in Table
II next to the heading "Taxol Treatment."
Another drug that alters cytoskeletal polymer stability is
phalloidin, a bicyclic peptide toxin isolated from the mush-
roomAmanita phalloides (59). Phalloidin stabilizes the actin
containing MF by binding directly to sites in the polymer
(30) . Although the details of Phalloidin-induced stabilization
are not understood it may act by the allosteric modification
ofactin subunits or by cross-linking adjacent polypeptides in
the MF polymer (59). In vivo, phalloidin stabilizes cyto-
plasmic actin and interferes with cell locomotion and growth
(57) . These results prompted the selection of phalloidin to
measure the concentration of monomeric and polymerized
actin in axoplasm .
In this experiment, a sample ofaxoplasm was extruded into
buffer P containing phalloidin (10 uM) and extracted for 2 h .
Fig . 11 illustrates the results of this experiment . The gel
columns on the left (Fig . l0a) show the insoluble (G) and
soluble (S) proteins when axoplasm is extracted in buffer P .
When a sample of axoplasm is extracted in the presence of
phalloidin much more actin is insoluble (compare the actin
in the G and S columns in Fig . 11 c . Gels with samples
extracted in buffer P + phalloidin were scanned with a den-
sitometer to measure the stabilized (polymer) and soluble
monomer fractions of actin . These values are included in
Table II next to the heading "Phalloidin Treatment." It was
found that 41 .1% ofthe actin in axoplasm is soluble in buffer
P with phalloidin . On the other hand, the fraction of actin
that is insoluble in phalloidin, 57 .6%, is similar to the sum of
the stable polymer and soluble polymer fractions found using
the KEP .
DISCUSSION
The KEP Can Be Used To Distinguish Free
Monomer From Polymer
Our results demonstrate that the KEP provides an effective
model for studying the diffusibility ofmolecules in axoplasm .
We found that the elution rate of two small molecules
['H]leucineand"I was indistinguishable from that predicted
by diffusion theory (Fig . 4) . Previous studies have demon-
strated that small molecules such as K+ also diffuse freely in
the axoplasm (13) . Apparently, the cytoplasmic matrix of the
axoplasm does not impede the diffusion of small molecules
through the axoplasm . By contrast, the rate of elution ofactin
and tubulin were significantly different from the rate predicted
by simple diffusion of the monomer. The retardation of the
elution ofthese proteins from the axoplasm apparently reflects
the association of some fraction of the proteins with the
nondiffusible cytoskeleton . In the case, of tubulin and actin,
this result can be readily explained, if a fraction of these
proteins is in the form of soluble polymer.
To distinguish proteins that are in the form of diffusible
monomer from those in the form of soluble polymer, the
elution rate for monomer must be measurably different from
the rate of the depolymerization reaction . This appears to be
true for the molecules that we have measured in squid axo-
plasm . The elution profiles for both actin and tubulin have
two components that are easily resolved from one another.
When the first component is extracted from the data by the
process of exponential peeling, it corresponds to the rate
predicted for the free diffusion ofa protein from a cylinder of
water . Apparently the cytomatrix of the axoplasm does not
impede the diffusion of small molecules or monomeric pro-
teins such as tubulin and actin sufficiently to be detected by
the KEP . Electron microscopic analyses of the axon indicate
that the mesh-size of the axoplasmic matrix is considerably
greater than the size of either actin or tubulin (33, 35) .
The Second Component of Elution Represents
the Disassembly of Soluble Polymers
The slope of the second component of elution differs from
that ofthe first component by an order ofmagnitude. Clearly,
the rate of the second component is limited by some process
other than diffusion . We propose that the limiting process of
the second component is the disassembly reaction of soluble
polymers . Our observations indicate that the concentration
ofmonomer drops very rapidly after the axoplasm is placed
into the buffer. The axoplasmic concentration ofmonomer
drops bymore than one halfduring the first 5 min ofinitiating
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2073theKEP(Figs.8and10).Undertheseconditionsanyaxo-plasmicMTorMFthathasoneorbothendsfreetoexchangesubunitswiththemonomerpoolshoulddisassemble.Iftherateofdisassemblyisrelativelyslowascomparedwiththerateofdiffusionofmonomerfromtheaxoplasm,thentheslopeofthesecondcomponentshouldreflecttherateofthedissociationreaction.Wecananalyzethispossibilitybycomparingtherateofthesecondcomponentwiththeratesofpolymerdisassemblydeterminedforpurifiedcomponentsinvitro(20,21).InvitromeasurementshavebeenobtainedforMTbyarapiddilutiontechniquethatisanalogoustotheKEP.MTdisassemblyisafirstorderreactionforlongpolymersandtheslopeofthedisassemblycurverepresentsameasureofthedissociationrateforMT.Thesecondcomponentofelutionfromaxoplasmisalsoafirstorderreaction(correlationcoefficient=0.995).Therefore,wecancomparetherateofdissociationestimatedfromthesecondcomponentofelutioninourexperimentswiththeratemeasuredinvitro.Weobtainadissociationrateof61%/hfortubulinfromthesolubleMT,whichisintherangeof35-160%/hreportedbyMargolisandWilsonforMTdisassemblyinthepresenceof1mMATP(thisisequivalenttotheATPconcentrationinourbuffer).OurestimatesofthedissociationrateofactinfromsolubleMFinaxoplasmare62%/hwhichisalsoconsistentwithanalysesofpurifiedMFinvitro(44).ThesimilarityoftheseresultssupportourproposalthatthesecondcomponentofelutionrepresentsthedissociationofsolublepolymersandthattheslopeofthesecondcomponentisameasureoftherateoftheoffreactionforaxonalMTandMFwhichareinequilibriumwiththemonomerpool.
Monomer-Polymer Equilibria Determined with
Taxol and Phalloidin
More direct support for the hypotheses that the second
component of elution corresponds directly to the aepolymer-
ization of soluble MT or MF is provided by the experimental
results with taxol and phalloidin (50, 59). We found that a
fraction ofthe tubulin and actin that elutes from the axoplasm
was rendered insoluble by these drugs. Electron microscopic
analyses demonstrate that taxol acts on the MT in the squid
axoplasm (J. R. Moms, R. J. Lasek, and A. Hodge; unpub-
lished). Thus, our results confirm previous studies that taxol
and phalloidin act selectively on MT and MF, respectively.
In the experiments with taxol the amount ofmonomer was
calculated from the total amount of tubulin that eluted from
the axoplasm. It was possible to estimate the fraction of
tubulin that was present in MT that were selectively stabilized
by taxol, because taxol binds reversibly to MT (50). Thus, the
taxol-stabilized MT could be removed from the axoplasm by
simply removing the taxol from the buffer (Fig. 12). Estimates
of monomer, polymer, and stable polymer by this method
were similar to those obtained with the KEP (Table II).
However, the monomer concentration determined by the
taxol method was higher than that determined by the KEP,
and the soluble polymer concentration was proportionally
lower. This may be explained by the time it takes for taxol to
act in the MT when it is added to axoplasm. To avoid the
possibility ofdriving excess polymerization ofMT with taxol,
we did not preincubate the giant axon in taxol prior to
extrusion. Instead axoplasm was extruded into buffer contain-
ing taxol. Thus, the slightly higher values for the monomeric
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form of tubulin in the taxol experiments may result from the
interval required for taxol to take effect afterit was introduced
into the axoplasmic cylinders. If some of the MT began to
depolymerize before the taxol took effect then this depo-
lymerization would contribute to the total amount oftubulin
that entered the buffer and was considered monomeric.
The results obtained for MF using phalloidin were very
similar to those obtained with the KEP, but phalloidin was
not reversible and it was not possible to separate soluble
polymer from stable polymer (Table III). The similarity be-
tween the pharmacological results and those from the KEP
experiments indicate that either of these methods can be used
to estimate the relative fraction of monomer and soluble
polymer in axoplasm and therefore to obtain a measure of
the monomer-polymer equilibrium for MT and MF in the
axon. Although the KEP appears to be limited to very large
axons such as the squid giant axon, it may be possible to
extend the use of taxol and phalloidin to smaller axons by
using detergents to permeabilize the plasma membrane (53).
Monomer-Polymer Equilibria Differ In Vitro and
In Vivo
The measurements of (soluble) polymer and monomer
obtained using the KEP provide one basis for estimating the
steady state equilibrium for axoplasm in vivo because they
were obtained under conditions that simulate those inside of
the axon. For comparison, Table IV lists a number of repre-
sentative examples of the equilibria that occur in vitro when
the concentration oftotalactin or tubulin in the solution was
the same as that found in axoplasm (soluble polymer plus
monomer). It is notable that the relative proportion of mon-
omeric tubulin and actin in axoplasm is larger than that
obtained in vitro. For tubulin the difference is about a factor
of 3 (1 .47 mg/ml as compared to 0.4 mg/ml) and for actin
the difference is about a factor of2 (0.66 mg/mlas compared
with 0.28 mg/ml). Similar observations have been made for
the monomer-polymer ratios in neuroblastoma cells(39). The
differences in the results in vivo and in vitro suggest that
factors are present in the cell that act to inhibit the polymer-
ization oftubulin and actin.
There are a number of possible mechanisms by which
polymerization could be controlled in axoplasm. Excess po-
lymerization could be limited by restrictions on certain factors
that promote the polymerization of MT or MF (36, 38, 40,
55). For example, factors such as microtubule-associated pro-
teins can act to raise the critical concentration of tubulin
required for polymerization (36, 37). We have identified two
high molecular weight proteins that may be microtubule-
TABLE IV
Comparison ofMonomer-Polymer Equilibria for Tubulin and
Actin with Other Results In Vitro
' Olmstead et al. (38).
Wegner and Engel (55).
Soluble polymer
mglml
Monomer
mglm)
Tubulin
Single axon KEP 3 .29 1 .47
4.4* 0.4*
Actin
Single axon KEP 0.37 0.66
0.82* 0.28;associated proteins because they are selectively retained within
the axoplasm when it is treated with taxol but elute when the
taxol is removed (J. R. Morris and R. J. Lasek, unpublished
results). It will be interesting to determine the relative stoichi-
ometry of these proteins to tubulin if they are shown to be
microtubule-associated proteins by additional criteria.
Another possible mechanism for regulating MT polymeri-
zation in axoplasm is that some ofthe unpolymerized tubulin
or actin may be bound to regulating polypeptides or other
molecules that inhibit polymerization by lowering the con-
centration of effective monomer in axoplasm. Several such
factors have been identified in the soluble fraction ofhomog-
enized tissue (7, 14, 31, 52). Some ofthese factors are relatively
small proteins and would not have had a large enough effect
on the rate of diffusion of monomeric tubulin or actin to be
detected by the KEP. Yet, another possible in vivo regulatory
mechanism is that tubulin and actin are post-translationally
modified in ways that directly influence their ability to po-
lymerize. However, we did not observe any differences in the
isoelectric point of either axoplasmic tubulin or actin when
we compared it with actin and tubulin from whole brain.
More information will be required to determine which of
these mechanisms regulates the monomer-polymer equilibria
in axons.
In Vivo Monomer-Polymer Equilibria and Axonal
Transport of the Cytoskeleton
To put our chemical kinetic data in its proper biological
context, it is important to recall that the mature nongrowing
axon is a steady statesystem. Cytoskeletal proteins are contin-
ually transported through the axon from the cell body, where
they are synthesized, toward the axon terminal where they
appear to be selectively degraded (25, 27). The cytoskeletal
elements move at a rate of 1-5 mm/d from the cell body
toward the axon terminal (27, 29). Apparently, very little
degradation ofthe proteins occurs in transit and only a small
amount ofcytoskeletal protein is left behind by axonal trans-
port (25).
One model of axonal transport holds that cytoskeletal pro-
teins are actively transported through the axon only when
they are in the form of polymer (for review see 28, 29); and
in this context, it is interesting that the squid giant axon
contains both stable and soluble polymers (Tables II and III).
We can not be certain that all of the stable tubulin is in the
form of polymer and it is possible that some may be in
another insoluble form. However, a significant fraction ofthis
tubulin represents stably polymerized MT, because stable MT
were observed in the extracted axoplasm (35).
Stable and soluble polymer may both be present in the
same population of MT. That is, individual MT may contain
a stable region that cannot disassemble but that can support
assembly. MT that have both a stable region and a soluble
region will confer interesting properties on the transported
cytoskeleton. For example, the stable region within the MT
prevents treadmilling of tubulin through the MT because the
disassembly reaction is blocked when the stable region reaches
either the plus or minus end ofthe microtubule. In fact, MT
with a stable minus end would act to eliminate MT that have
both ends free and can treadmill (23). That is, the stable
polymers can act as nucleating sites that inhibit the random
and spontaneous polymerization of MT in the axon (23).
Thus, ifthe stable polymers can support assembly the mixed
polymers will predominate in the axon and will represent the
principal component ofaxonally transported polymer.
Monomer Equilibria influence the Stability and
Plasticity of Neuronal Structure
The axonal cytoskeletal proteins are renewed at a relatively
slow rate (1-5 mm/d). In long axons, it can take years for
proteins to travel from the cell body to the distal reaches of
the axon (25, 27). The stable MT and MF in the axon may
provide the necessary stability to buffer the cytoskeleton
against irreversible disruption as these proteins make their
way slowly along the axon. This stability is required both to
maintain the external shape of the axon and to provide the
microstructure for the directed movement of membrane
traffic within the axon (4). In fact, during the development of
the axon the neuronal cytoskeleton may be converted to a
more stable form. For example, the relative amount ofpolym-
erized tubulin increases during neurite extension in develop-
ing neurons and neuroblastoma cells(1, 39). Some axons may
develop extremely stable cytoskeletons. For example, >60%
of the axonally transported tubulin in mammalian retinal
ganglion cells appears to be in the form of stable MT (3).
Although the axonal cytoskeletal system must provide sta-
bility for the axon, it must also be capable ofchange, because
axons exhibit marked plasticity (11, 28). For example, many
axons regenerate when they are injured. In long axons, such
asthe squid giant axon, new polymers in a regenerating sprout
are formed from the existing pools of cytoskeletal proteins
that are present in the axon (17, 27). That is, reorganization
of the axonal cytoskeleton does not require the participation
ofnewly synthesized proteins from the cell body. Our analyses
indicate that the squid giant axon contains an abundance of
tubulin and actin that could be used for the polymerization
of new microtubules and microfilaments during regeneration.
More than 80% of the tubulin and 75% of the actin in the
giant axon is in the form of soluble polymer or monomer
(Tables II and III). Subunits could be dtawn for assembly
directly from the free monomer pool orthey couldby recycled
from the soluble polymers. For example, during the initial
(injury) phase of regeneration, the axon is permeable to
extracellular ions, including Ca". The entry of these ions
could promote the disassembly ofMT and provide additional
subunits for the polymerization of new polymers when the
axon regains its normal permeability properties. This repre-
sents one of the many ways that subunits in equilibrium
between the monomer pool and soluble polymers could be
used for cytoskeletal reorganization.
These observations lead us to propose that the monomer-
polymer equilibria in the squid giant axon are set to provide
a balance between the requirements for stability and plasticity.
More specifically, stable polymers may maintain the struc-
tural pattern within the cytoskeleton as it slowly makes its
way from the cell body to the synaptic terminal. These stable
polymers include the neurofilaments (28, 29, 35), stable mi-
crotubules (3), and stable microfilaments. To counterbalance
these stabilizing influences the cytoskeletal system ofthe axon
has a vast source oftubulin and actin in dynamic equilibrium
between the monomer pool and the soluble polymers. This
reservoir of subunits may contribute to the remarkable ability
of the axon to undergo morphological changes at any point
along its length without the direct participation of protein
synthesis.
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Diffusion Coefficients
Diffusing Diffusion
species coefficient
￿
Reference
CM1/5
1251
￿
9.92 X 10-6 ￿Einsteinequation
PH]leucine
￿
1.06 X 10-5 ￿Weast (54)
Tubulin dimer
￿
4.91 X 10-7 ￿Svedbergequation; Borisy
G-actin
￿
5.28 X 10-7 ￿Weast (54)
APPENDIX I
Mathematic Theory For the Kinetic
Equilibration Paradigm
Theextruded axoplasm is treated as an infinitely longuniform cylinder that
is equilibratingby diffusion, with an infinitelylarge bath. Thesolution ofFick's
Diffusion Equation for this case iscalled the Fractional Equilibration Equation
for a Cylinder and is published in both Hill or Kotyk andJanecek (15, 24).
Thesolution is presented as an infinite series:
where,
F
The diffusion coefficients that were used in the Equilibration Equation are
shown in Table V.
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